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CLEF CLUB, FAMILY DAY SHARE WEEKEND 
Concert, · Dance Tonight 
C.H111axes Choral Tour 
By Brrino W ol/J 
At 8:30 tonight the Clef Club 
will hold its s e m i - f o r m a 1 
Spring Concert and Dance in 
the Ballroom of the Hotel Gib-
son. This is the climax of the 
Clef Club's tour, which has taken 
the Xavier singers to Mercy Hos-
pital; Nazareth, Villa Madonna 
and Louisville Colleges, and Re-
demption Academy in Kentucky; 
and Our Lady of Cincinnati and 
Mount Saint Joseph here in Cin-
cinnati. Jimmy James and his 
band will play for the dance, 
which follows the concert. 
Mr. Franklin Bens will direct 
his men in the evening of song. 
Some of the numbers to be pre-
sented are "Men of Xavier," "The 
Xavier Alma Mater," "The Cre-
ation," "Dry Bones,'' "I Whistle 
a Happy Tune," "Oklahoma," and 
"You'll Never Walk Alone." 
Also included will be several 
solo numbers. Tenor Bob Larkin, 
'55, will play ''Malaguena" and 
"Ballade in G Minor." A barber 
shop quartet, composed of Bill 
Conway, Jim Powers, Elmer 
Kuntz and Tom Kelleher will ren-
der two of these tl'~ree tunes, 
"Sleepy Time Gal," "Strolling 
Through The Park One Day,'' and 
"No, No, A Thousand Times No." 
The concert will be concluded· 





Seven Xavier men, three sen-
iors and four juniors, have been 
accepted for initiation into Al-
pha Sigma Nu, National Jesuit 
Honorary Fraternity, Rev. Paul L. 
O'Connor, S.J., dean, announced 
this week. The students chosen to 
membership in the Xavier chap-
ter are seniors Jack Cade, Paul 
Palmisano and Jim Sprau!; and 
juniors Al Cordes, Tom Lippert, 
Jim Powers and Justin Huber. 
Alpha Sigma Nu has chapters 
in all 28 Jesuit colleges and uni-
versities in the United States. 
Members are selected on the basis 
of scholarship, loyalty to the uni-
versity, and service rendered 
through co-curricular activities. 
Me1·bership is limited. 
A banquet and initiation are 
being planned for some time in 
May, Tom Gallagher, president, 
reported. 
M2''' 
.. l~~;l.'i:i:::':!:.:~:<~;· ~· 
Family Day Curtain To Go U11 At IP.NI. Saturday; 
Day-Long v~uiety Entertainment Program Planned 
Months of preparation by many committees and individ-
uals will reach its climax tomorrow, May 16, when a flag-
raising ceremony by a detail of Pershing Riflemen at 1 p. m. 
signals the official opening of the Family Day celebration of 
1953. 
The overall purpose of Family Day is to give all Xavier 
students, their families and friends, an opportunity to visit 
the campus, get acquainted with one another, meet the pro-
fessors and enjoy the planned entertainment. 
Once again the Dads' Club of Xavier is sponsoring Fam-
ily Day. General Chairman is Mr. William Schramm. Other 
active members of the Dads' Club 
are serving on the various com-
mittees. 
Committeemen report that an 
ambitious program of day-long 
variety entertainment features 
have been lined up. Following 
the flag-raising ceremonies at 1 
p.m. a simultaneous baseball 
game and tennis match with Han-
over College will be staged. Du-
ring the same period, from 1: 30 
to 4 p.m., student guides will con-
duct tours of the campus build-
ings. Numerous exhibitions of 
academic and extra-curricular · 
activities will be displayed. 
A high spot in Xavier history 
will be reached at 3: 30 when the 
Most Rev. Karl J. Alter, arch-
bishop of Cincinnati, breaks 
ground for the $900,000 Brock-
man Hall, men's dormitory, on 
which construction is scheduled 
to begin soon. The ceremonies 
will take place on the site at the 
Some Family Day entertainers are shown above. At top left (I. tor.) quartet singers Conway, Pow-
ers, Kelleher and Kuntz pose. Trumpeteer Danny Walls and Accordanist Vito Rossi complete the upper 
row. In the center the Clef Club is seen. At bottom left is Peter Loyanich, pianist. At bottom center 
are pictured (I. to r.) danseurs Sammon, Albarano, G~lagher amt Judd. Paul Dixon (right) is emcee. 
northern extremity of the East 
Campus oil' Ledgewood Avenue. 
After the ground-breaking cer-
emony, Archbishop Alter will 
preside at Rosary and Solemn 
Benediction of the Blessed Sacra-
ment at the Shrine of Our Lady 
overlooking Victory Parkway. 
This event is planned for 4: 15. 
AMA President To Address Graduates 
By Bill Stieger, News Associate Editor 
On Wednesday, June 3, over 200 students will receive de-
grees in the Memorial Fieldhouse in Xavier's 123rd Commence-
ment exercise. The commencement address will be given by 
Dr. Edward J. McCormick, president-elect of the American 
Medical Association. Other speakers will include the Very Rev-
erends Vincent Kroger, O.F.M., 
Franciscan Provincial of Cincin-
nati, Paul W. , Cavanaugh, S.J., 
Rector of the Milford Novitiate 
. of the Society of Jesus and James 
. F. Maguire, S.J., president of Xav-
iei·. 
This year's commencement will 
climax a week of activities which 
includes the Senior Prom May 29, 
the Baccalaureate ·service on May 
31 and a stag party sponsored by 
the Alumni at Elsaesser Farm on 
· June 1. 
The day of graduation will be-
gin at 8:30 a. m. with a Commun-
ion Mass in the Fieldhouse and 
will be followed immediately by 
breakfast in the Armory. Follow-
ing this the seniors' time will be 
their own until 7:45 p. m. when 
the Academic Procession will form 
in the Armory to take the gradu-
ates to the fieldhousc. 
The comm'encement speaker 
this year, Dr. Edward J. McC01·-
mick, was a member of the A-
merican Medical Association for 
the past decade, as well as a mem-
ber of many other medical, civic, 
and military organizations. As 
· .. 
Dr. Edward J. McCormick, M.D. 
the father of six children he is an 
outstanding example of the Cath-
olic layman in action. 
(Continued on Page 9) 
It will be dinner time from 5 
until 7 p.m. Meals will be ·served 
in the school cafeteria in the Stu-
dent Union Building costing $2.25 
for adults and $1.00 for children. 
After dinner the Clef Club, 
Musketeer Band and a student 
variety show will be the enter-
tainment fare from 7 until 9 p.m. 
The Armory will be the scene of 
the three features. Advance tick-
ets for the two hours of student 
and professional entertainment 
and the dance following are being 
sold for $1. 75. 
The traditional Family Day 
Dance will hold forth in the 
Memorial Fieldhouse from 9 p.m. 
until midnight. Dick Inskcep's 
Orchestra will play. During the 
same period a session of cards 
and bingo will be conducted in 
(Continued on Page 4) 
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«A Pointed· Finger» 
I f the graduates of Xavier and other Catholic colleges glean at least this one conviction from the traditional graduation 
week oratory, the time and efforts of the speakers will have 
been rewarded one hundred fold. The conviction is this-that 
the Catholic college graduate, who will shortly become a Cath-
olic laym~m, has an obligation, and nothing short of an obli-
gation, to lend himself to the cause of Catholic Action. 
This, we maintain, is his third vocation-to act as far as 
prudence permits like a Catholic without reservation all of 
the time. We maintain that his vocation to the lay apostolate 
is fully worthy of a place beside those of his married or ·single 
life and his job pursuit. 
We cannot emphasize too often or too emphatically the 
vocational aspects of Catholic Action in the lay apostolate. Nor 
could St. James, who says, "Be doers of the word, and not 
hearers only, deceiving yourselves." 
Today, as in the time of Christ, the harvest is great, the 
laborers few. American civilization, sick to its roots after try-
ing multifarious false panaceas-science,spiritualism, sociolo-
gy, liberalism-yearns for God to filf the void which is their 
only legacy-materialistic secularism in living and govern-
ment, and paganism in the arts. 
But Americans unfortunately have a peculiar knack of 
not knowing what they seek or where they are going. They 
have to be told through the word and example of Catholic 
laymen to a large extent. Furthermore since faith is ultimately 
a free gift of God, we mustn't forget the necessity of prayer. 
Opportunities for vigorous lay activity abound on the 
home front as well. For example, much is to be done in the 
parishes in the line of supervising youth programs alone. At 
the same time organization of the laity under the aegis of or-
ganizations like the Cincinnati Archdiocesan Council of Cath-
olic Men has been proceeding. Here as elsewhere all donations 
of time and effort are highly appreciated. 
Thus the apostolate beckons on all levels of society, in all 
fields of activity. Make no mistake about it. Because in His 
providence God has given us the educational opportunity, He 
expects the college graduates particularly to enter as leaders 
into the lay apostolate and thereby help to renew the face 
of the earth. Who will lead if we don't? 
«'Liberal' vs. Counter:..Revolution » 
The Enquirer's news commentator Mr. Forrest Davis, who describes himself as "a man of extremely modest means," 
last Sunday posted a $100 offer for any proved instance during 
the last year wherein any professor, journalist or other ar-
ticulate fellow has. been "clapped in jail, visited in dead of 
night by the secret police or .otherwise molested by the auth-
orities for saying what he pleased." 
Mr. Davis's offer has the makings of a most revealing ex-
periment. We hope he does not lose his hundred dollars to 
someone who claims he has been "molested by. the authorities" 
for using obscene language, for saying he was plotting to as-
sassinate the president, or some other obvious misuse. of the 
right of free speech. He means to quiet the liberals who are 
on the verge of hysteria in mourning the loss of freedom of 
inquiry and the right of investigation, and the onslaught of de-
grading inquisitions that they claim are resulting from Con-
gressional investigating committees. · 
But Mr. Davis also has an admirable message on the "lib-
eral" intellectual: "The liberal intellectual is entitled to be 
heard. He is heard. If he is to be indicted for anything it is 
that he, by and large, has an imperfect grasp of the central 
issues of the times. He confuses the right to discuss Commu-
nism objectively with the right as a Communist to hold a job 
in the government or in a publicly-supported institution. Any 
man can be a Communist if he so desires. There is no law 
against it. But he has to take the consequences of that, as of 
every other opinion that he publicly expresses. He can be an 
atheist but Xavier University can scarcely be required to put 
him on its roll of lecturers," he concludes. 
Of course~ it could be a courageous thing nobly to accept 
responsibility for personal convictions in the face of discoura-
ging odds of misquided persecuters. But we feel that in the 
investigations into Communism there is the popular knowl-
edge and fear that its philosophy, whether glittering in arms 
or cloaked in the sub t I et y of front organiiations, seeks 
to convert the world and overthrow by force if necessary the 
existing "capitalist" societies. That, indeed, is Communism's 
avowed aim. To free Americans this aim sets up a reaction of 
self-preservation and defense of a coveted way of life. To stand 
opposed to this basic reaction or attempt to compromise with 
it, the liberal must expect consequences. If he were sound, he 
would be ready for them. 
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'Return With -Your Shield, Or On It' 
Between 
.The· Lines 
By Jim Ryan 
·· The final few weeks of anyone's college career have al-
ways traditionally been a time for reminiscing. Practically 
every book ever written about a college student or college life 
contains passages where the central character muses over all 
the things he has done or failed to do in the past four years. 
They are of varying character. 
Some are scholastic in nature. 
Some deal with campus activities. 
Some are social, and others fall 
under no particular classification. 
The more hard boiled among us 
scoff at all this. These people 
may be divided into two classifi-
cations, the first made up of those 
who didn't give a hang about 
college anyhow. They came, at-
tended classes, did what was re-
quired of them, and went home. 
Their only connection with col-
lege was coincidental occupation 
of place. The second group, as 
you might suspect, is made up of 
those who went to the opposite 
extreme. For them college was a 
job to be done to the exclusion 
of everything else. They were 
concentrating on "getting an edu-
cation" to the point where in 
their slavish grind they made the 
means into an end and lost sight 
of the forest for the trees. 
The truth, of course, lies mid-
way between these two. College 
is work, but work to be enjoyed. 
College is work, but work that 
leaves time for other things. And 
so there is indeed ground for 
reminiscence. Certainly you must 
have enjoyed a few of your classes 
durfrig your four years here. You 
must have made a few new · 
associations with other people 
that you want to maintain. You 
must have devoted yourself to 
some project or activity and de-
rived from it as much as you 
put in. And you cannot be un-
aware of your newly· acquired 
background in your faith and 
Chr~tian humanism. 
Among the things which this 
writer has to think back upon is 
this weekly column which we 
,<Continued on Page 12) 
Beyond· 
The X- Horizon 
By Jim Gilllfan 





Coming out of the far turn, 
into the stretch and nearing the 
wire for the finish. It's the final 
push. 
The final everything is pretty 
nigh. The last of the school so-
cial affairs are just making it. 
Starting on Friday night with 
the Cleffers' concert dance, con-
tinuing all day Saturday with the 
Family Day festivities and be-
ginning on Sunday with the 
Masquers for three days, the 
weekend will be lost for all par-
takers. It's like trying to put an 
extra sardine in a can the way 
things are jammed in to fill out 
the school year. 
Publications wise, this is the 
end of the trail for this year's 
paper (it was a long winter, be-
Iieve me.) The last (if any) 
edition of the Athenaeum (and 
pray tell, what it that? fresh-
men ask) is lost somewhere be-
tween the editors' cubbyhole iin 
the Union Building and the print- . 
ers. 
From all indications the slick 
should be ready by the time the 
News' book, "Little Known Facts 
of Little Known Xavier News-
men in 1953" hits the stores. The 
closest rival to this book in con-
tent matter will be something by 
Mickey Spillane. 
And lest we forget it, the final 
of · the finals-the finals. The 
Grand - daddy of all ways to 
finish a year-and it's been so nice 
so far. With all the spring dis-
tractions, I can't see how they 
can fit in most people's schedules. 
But the bitter with the sweet, and 
it all started with the lady in the 
Garden of Eden. 
So to all graduates Good Luck! 
And to all those coming through 
P-s-s-t ... confidentially how much of a frog are you? The the ranks, stop loafing! (Yeah, 
idea behind last week's ediitorial in The News may not be a look who's telling who what.) 
. pleasant one, but it's hard to deny, i.e. there are far too many So here's my Swan Song, 
students who are merely lukewarm 'individuals in living their And I've tried so long 
faith. Certainly, we can carry this a step further to add that To get along.with them all, 
. Both the big and the small. 
there are also too many students . I've tried to breeze 
who are lukewarm citizens simply when you are short on cash, as a But all you can't please, 
because they do nothing positive. · college student ,you could do a Ive found to my chagrin. 
As intelligent men it is hardly lot worse than picking up a copy I hope it was alt Tight 
enough to simply admit that we of a good book on current events Thouigh most times not bright 
live in troubled times and then at the neighborhood library • • • And with many I was out more 
turn to the sports p~ge as it were. it's free you know. · than in. 
If the times are troubled there "America's Second Crusade" by But adios, au revoir, aufwieder-
must be some reasons. William Henry Chamberlin would , sehn 
• • • go a long way toward enlighten- and so back to sleep again 
Now very shortly the proms, ing you on the blunders and be-
exams and school year activities trayals that have led us to the 
will be a thing of the past and present world crisis. In moving 
for three months we will all have fashion, the book traces the dip· 
a large Pcirtion of spare time at lomatic history of World War II. 
hand when we look for enter- We see America's unnatural al-
tainment. Some l a z y evening liance with Russia through Teh· 
• 
eran, Yalta and Potsdam. 
Many of us were still immature 
high-school students when the 
famous A l g e r Hiss • Whittaker . 
Chambers spy case broke into the 
(Continued on Pa1e 5) 
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'RUMEO' TO OPEN THREE-DAY STAND SUNDAY 
.Above, left, Bill Fellerhott, Ruth Schumacher and Bill Sweeney (1. to r.) discuss production detalls on the set. Center, Ruth Schumach~r watch~s the projection 
of her backdrop while painting; Right, Director Dial coaches Jane Davoran as the nurse, Paul Palmisano, and Bill Fellerhott as Capulet. Photos by Bocklage 
Play To Be Staged After Earlier Postponement; '111 ~~1·~~ A'l,.,. AA _ _A_. _· IJ __ _JJ __ • .chM 
Palmisano, Schumacher, Sweeney Have Leads C,(1,,14C~ .,~.,,. ,,,,~ 7"414U'-7 
By Tom Kerver, News Associate Editor ; Copyrlrht, 1m;:i by Xavier University News ' 
Sunday evening at 8:30, when the excitement of Family ·The barren fruits of over-specialization in the business cannot be reduced to the mathe-
Day has cleared away and ev.erything seems back to nor- colleges of the United States have begun to meet with wor- matical equations of engineering 
mal, the thespians of Xavier's Masque Society will take over ried reactions from some of the top echelons of modern in- formulae; its charts and compass-
es and chronometers cannot be 
the stage of South ~all Auditorium to present William dustry. In an effort to record this reaction, and to enlighten synchronized. could there be any 
Shakesp~are's immortal "Romeo and Juliet." students with an eye on a busin~ss career to choose the best better reasons than these why 
Th.e production will run night- , possible preparation for their vo- education of exceptional breadth 
ly through Tuesday. Originally L.f o·f J •t cation, the x av i er University No less concerned is Mr. Wal- and length and depth is required 
the play was scheduled for per- I e esu1 News has gone to some of the ter P. Paepcke, Chairman of the to sail its uncharted courses? 
formance sometime last semester, nation;s top businessmen for their Board of the Container Corpora- "Here, it seems to me, we ap-
but lack of ti~e forced its post- Leader Filn1ed opinions; These men clearly tell ti~n o~ America .. In ad~ition to proach the kernel of the whole 
ponement until' next week. why the liberal arts cannot be his chief executive duties, Mr. question of the value of a liberal 
Senior Paul Palmisano, who Student"s of Xavier University replaced in any program of edu- Paepcke also carries the main education for business and indus-
has been active in dramatic work will have a special treat on May cation for tomorrow's business load for the Aspen. Institute for try. As President Lowell of Har-
both at Xavier and throughout 25-26 when they will have an leaders. Humanistic Studies, a unique vard University said years ago: 
Greater Cincinnati will hold .opportunity to see a new motion The problem was well analyzed adult .education project for lead- "Dealing with the concrete does 
down the title pa;t. in his last pictu~e concerning the life of for The News by Sears & Roe- ers of business, labor, education not lead to knowledge of the ab-
Masque Society performance. Ignatius ~oyola. . buck's James C. Worthy, now and government. stract." The inability to see a sit-
Graduate student Ruth Ann Schu- T~e Pl~ture i.s i.:oyola The Special Assistant to Secretary of Mr. Paepcke states, "Our knowl- uation in the large, the hesitancy 
macher will portray Juliet. Among Soldier Saint, w~ich ts scheduled Commerce Sinclair Weews. Mr. edge of the natural world and of the vocationally trained mind 
other members of the cast are to be show;11 simultaneously at Worthy complai,ns that due to the our ability to command it are, in to indulge in flights of imagina-
Bill Sweeney as Mercutio, Bill the Monte Vista Theatre on Mont- expansion, Sears, which relies fact, constantly surpassing ear- tion and thereby enlarge its scope, 
Fellerhoff as Capulet, J.ean Wed- heavily on college recruits and lier expectations; but, unfortu- are not infrequently the result of 
ig as Lady Capulet, John Grismer ~specially trainees from schools nately, our knowledge of human the centripetal influence of pro-
an Montague, and Jane Davoran of business, has an almost insati- possibilities and responsibilities fessional education too closely fo-
as Juliet's nurse. able demand for promotable peo- does not begin to match it. We cussed and too narrowly applied. 
Prices for all three nights will ple. But that demand often goes become more and more effective "Consequently, we see too often 
be the same. Regular admission unfilled because while the busi- in making war, and less and less electricians instead of electrical 
is $1.20. Xavier students will be ness schools do a fairly good job so in making peace: we increase engine~rs; surveyors instead of 
admitted with their passbooks of developing staff and technical tremendously the mechanical con- civil engineers; mechanicians in-
and tickets for dates are 55 cents'. people, they do not supply many venience and comforts of life, but stead of mechanical engineers; 
Palmisano, besides holding top people. Consequently, there we make no corresponding pro- conveyancers and pettifogging at-
down the lead part, has been aid- are plenty of experts, but not gres.s in human relations. We torneys instead of lawyers; hack 
enough "statesmen." have greatly expanded our con- writers instead of real journal-
ing Mr. Victor Dial, play director, · He further reports that many trol of the sub-human; but our ists; draftsmen instead of archi-
in coaching the actors. Sweeney 
is doubling as assistant director, schools seem to have followed the command of ourselves, our man- tects; pedagogues instead of pro-
and Ruth Schumacher also has expressed desires of business agement of our human interre- fessors; and impersonal, hair-
without exercising real leader- lationships, and the enrichment splitting specialists instead of the 
charge of costumes and sets. st. Ignatius Loyola ship themselves. This is unfortu- of life through the arts, shows no old family doctor who was cap-
Sets will be projected through nate because often the schools' parallel development." .able of sizing a patient up as a 
camera slides. ont? ·the rear of gomery _Road, ~nd the Emery chief contacts have not been so He defines the aim of educa- human being, not as a conglomer-
the stage. There will be no regu- Theatre . in R~admg. .Two per- much with genuine business lead- tion: "to cultivate the individual's ation of i;eparate organs and 
la~ stage scene~y except for a f~rmances will be give!n each ers as with staff specialists who capacities for mental growth and glands! 
, raised platfor!11 in. the center of mght at these theatres on often give a distorted picture of moral development, that is, to "So by all means let us go as 
. the stage which gives the ac.tors ~ednes~ay and Thursday start- the real .needs of business. At the help him acquire the intellectual far as we can in the teaching of 
a chance to stand on various mg at 6· 30 p.m. . same time business itself is partly techniques and aesthetic sensi- business as a profession but in 
:•1evels." Mr. Dial is usin'g pro- Rev. Frank Dietz~ S.J., ~avier to blame ''because it often seeks bilities, the knowledge, under- the same breath let us realize 
3ected scenery because, as he put Student Co~nselor, 1~ w?rkmg on people who can fit readily into standing and wisdom and the the vital importance of resource-
it, "The success it achieved in the promotw.n of this . film so as specialized compartments and moral character requi~ite for a fulness, constructive imagination 
last Year·'s producti'on of Othello to get the widest ·possible cover- ' . . . . . . . the long range value of such good human hfe spent publicly and v1s1on m modern business· 
proved that it would work." age for _students. . . training is questionable ' in political actio~ or service and then intensify the development 
M b r f th d' The picture which was made m - · . . .. 
~mt ebs ~ the. au itencet 8~;~ Spain, has E~glish dialogue. In- Conseq~ently, Mr. Worthy as~s privately m a wise use of leis.- of these ch~racteristics through urge o e m eir seas a · . for a business program that will ure." the broad stimulus that a liberal 
promptly _ . eluded is the story of how St. . . ,, .. 
· Xavier started his epochal work. be far more educational and much From Mr. H. W. Prentis, Jr., education affords. 
--------------. "We 'feel this is of special less vocatio~al t~an is ty~ical to- Chairman of the Board of the Mr. John ~· Sharp, .P~~sident 
TAX STAMPS WANTED significance and interest at this day. What is chiefly required, he Armstrong Cork Company, came of the Hotpomt Co., divlSlon of 
Now Is the time for all 10od time because of the celebration believes, is a conception of the the following contribution to "Ed- General Electric Co., wrote The 
men to sather evel'J' available of the 400th anniversary of· St. primary function of business ed- ucating for Modern Industry": News of his personal views to-
Oblo state sales tas stamp and Xavier," said ·James Keefe, Jr., ucation as preparation for social "After all, the real professional gether with one possible solution. 
turn them In to Mn. Tblnnes a leader in the Xavier University and not merely' technical leader- school of business is found di- "You must realize that my own 
at the swltCbboard In Dinkle Alumni Association. ship. Because any education is rectly in the field of industrial ed1:1cation was in an engineering 
Ball, or deposit them In the This will be the first time it concerned with ideas, any lead- and commercial life. Its permuta- college during a time when the 
NEWS mall boxes. nese will be shown in the Valley area, ership group such as business men tions and combinations are un- curriculum was extremely rigid 
itamps are used for the up· and it will be the only opportun- are, must - be concerned with limited in number; its pharmaco- and probably the least liberal of 
keep' and maintenance of the ity for the students of the Uni- "great ideas"-ideas that are es- poeia is not stocked with standard any that existed. It is true that I 
Jnult home, Dinkle Ball. uul versity to see a picture that con- sentially ethical in · nature and remedies; its ruling statutes can- have felt my life would have been 
Its irounda. cerns the life of the founder of that spring ultimately from the not be crystallized in ·codified broader had I the benefit of a 
the Jesuit Order. . Western Christian tradition. form; its practice and procedure (Continued on Pa1e 8) 
• 
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Gala Family Day To Take Over 
Many Helping Out 
Pardi, Columbus; AH. Gruneisen, riety show. Dr. Joseph Link, Jr., Bill Schramm, Jr., Frank Steink-
Louisville; Edwin N. Haas, Cleve- is the director of the show. Mr. er, John Schwierling, Frank Gar-
land, and John Conaton, Indian- Frankin Bens wiH be at his post ry, Dan Grady, Tom Walsh, Ed 
apolis. Col. George L. Holsinger as director of the Clef Club. Nadinii, Joe Dorchak, Jim Pardi, X Tomorroiv; 
(Continued from Page 1) 
the Armory for those not attend-
ing the Dance. 
Numerous special arrange-
ments have been made by the 
Dads' Club moderator is assist- will preside over the flag-raising. Numerous students are helping Dave Kelly, Chuck Marcellino, 
ing Mr. Schramm in coordinat- Directing the Band will be Gil- the Dads' Club Committee in Frank Garry, Ed Jacobs, Gibbs 
ing the program. bert T. Maringer, and Paul Dlxon, various capacities. Space limita- MacVeigh, Bob Oberschmidt, 
Out of Town Chairmen are: WCPO-TV and DuMont Network tions permit only mention of their Marty Sammon, Don Graves and 
Thomas Sikorski, Chicago; A. J. comedy star, will emcee the va- names. They are: Herbert Budde, Jack Seeley. 
committeemen. Nursery accom- ------------------------------=-------------------------
modations are being set up in I 
South Hall for small children. 
Rev. John J. Wenzel, S.J., as-
sisted by Clare Broerman, Pat 
Sexton and Jim Spraul, is in 
charge of nursery arrangements. • 
Three Reading Road motels, all 
within a few miles of school, 
have agreed to lower rates for 
Family Day patrons. They are 
the Venard Colonial Motel, Shu-
ler's Motel and the Amity Motel. 
Family Day officials empha-
sized that in event of rain Fam-
ily Day will go on as scheduled. 
Those attending will be under 
roof all day and evening, and en-
tertainment will be substituted 
for the athletic events. 
Members of the Dads' Club and 
their committee positions in-
clude Leo Oberschmidt, dance; 
Frank MacVeigh, publicity; Fred 
Luebbe, entertainment and pro-
gram; William Shields, reception 
and housing; Clifford Sharkey, 
cards and bingo; A. A. Bissmeyer, 
tickets; Lee Wimberg, decora-
tions; August Richter, dinner, and 
Dr. Paul Harkins, Ph.D., faculty. 
Rev. Edward J. O'Brien, S.J., 
Musical Co111edy 
In Capsule Forin 
On 'X Presents' 
"Xavier Presents" will stage a 
capsule musir.al on this week's 
show, heard on Saturday at 12: 15 
over WCPO-TV, Channel 9. 
A feature act of Saturday's 
show will be ballroom dan~ing 
by Paul Gregolynski, Xavier 
senior, and a former pupil of his, 
Miss Elaine Kramer. The pair 
will dance to "Viennese Waltz" 
and a tango number. 
Another highlight will be the 
nineteen-voice Glee Club from 
St. Cecilia in Oakley. The group, 
which is under the direction of 
Mr. Herbert Wattle, will offer 
several varied selections. 
Dan Lavely will replace Walt 
Vester as emcee for the remain-
ing two shows. · 
. Prof To Address 
Conunissiou May 17 
Dr. Raymond F. McCoy, direc-
tor of the XU Graduate Division, 
will address the annual meeting 
of the Catholic Commission on 
Intellectual and Cultural Affairs 
Sunday, May 17, at Catholic 
University, Washington, D. C. 
Dr. McCoy will trace the origins 
and aims of the United Nations 
Educational, Scientific, and Cul-
;tural Organization in a sym-
posium entitled "UNESCO and 
Catholic Collaboration". Among 
the distinguished speakers taking 
part are Dr. George N. Schuster, 
president of Hunter College; Rt. 
Rev. Msgr. Frederick C. Hoch-
walt, director of the department 
of education of the National 
Catholic Welfail'e Conference; 
Dr. C. J. Nuesse, director of CU's 
School of Social Sciences, and 
Francis P. Clarke, chairman of 
the philosophy department of the 
University of Pennsylvania. 
Mas<1uers On 'Callboard' 
Mr. Victor L. Dial and mem-
bers of the cast of "Romeo and 
Juliet", slated to open on the 
South Hall Stage Sunday night, 
will be featured on tomorrow's 
Campus Callboard program at 
6: 30 p.m. tomorrow over WSAI. 
The thespians will be subjected 
to the third degree by Mr. 
William H. Bocklage, Xavier 
News Bureau director. 
AIRCRAFT OBSERVER 
The Brains of the Team 
Teamwork can work miracles. In a f ootbatl game the man 
who sparks these miracles is the quarterback. He's the man 
who calls the signals. T_here's a man who calls the ~ignals 
for an Air Force flying t~am, too! 
They call him an Aircraft Observer. 
Do YOU have what it takes to become an Aircraft Observer? 
It isn't easy. It's tough. You have to be a MAN to qualify 
as an Aircraft Observer. But when you are one, brother, 
you're SOMEBODY! The success or failure of a mission in-
volving over a million dollars worth of flight equipment 
depends on you. 
THE AIRCRAFT OBSERVER IS THE SOMEBODY WHO: 
As Bombardment Officer, is number one man on a bombing 
run, the man who controls the plane in the target area! 
As Navigation Officer, is the pilot's guiding hand on every 
flight! 
As Radar Officer, is master of a new science and operator 
of the device that sees beyond human sight! 
As Aircraft Performance Engineer Cf]icer, is the one who 
"keeps the plane flying", the man who knows his plane in-
side and out, who keeps it fit for the skies and sees that it 
stays there ! 
If YOU can accept a challenge like this, you'll take your 
place beside the best-you'll find your future in the clouds! 
TO BE QUALIFIED you must be single, a citizen, between 19 
and 263'2 years old, have had at least 2 years of college and 
be in tip top physical shape. If this describes you, then 
YOU, too, can qualify. Today! ·· . 
HERE'S WHAT YOU'LL GET! The world's best training. Good 
food. and plenty of it. Uniforms, flight clothes, equipment. 
Medical and dental care. Free insurance. Flight training in 
Uncle Sam's greatest aircraft. ' 
A~D THEN, AFTER GRADUATION, you'll win your silver 
w~ngs, and earn more than $5000 a year as an Air Foi:ce 
l~!eutenant. You'll enjoy an adventurous, exciting career 
with a hand-picked crew of real men. You'll be THE BRAINS 
OF THE TEAM, A TRIPLE THREAT MAN ••• as a Bombard-
ment Officer, as a Navigation Officer, as a Radar Officer as 
an Aircraft Performance Engineer. ' 
* THE SOONER YOU APPLY, THE SOONER YOU FLYI * 
* 
GIT THI DITAILS1 Visit your nearest Air Force Base or Air Force Recruiting Officer. Or write to Director 
of Training, Headquarters, USAF, Washington 25, D.C., Attention: Aviation Cadet Branch. If you are 
in a school that has an Air Force ROTC program, see your Professor of Air Science and Tactics •. 
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Beyond X- Horizon T'tve1ityaEig-lit Se11iors To Get 
(Continued from Page 2) • 
DOWN FRONT 
headlines. In "Seeds of Trea~on" S1'Jecial H 0110,.S At G14 cuJulltlOll 
by Ralph de Tolendo and Victor 
By Jim Hogan 
Lasky you will find a really in- Twenty-eight students have O'Connell and Edward J. Schaaf. 
teresting story of the two individ- been singled out for special hon- Degrees Cum Laude will be 
uals involved, the factors which ors at the coming graduation. In presented tu John Ano!, Donald 
led them into the Communist par- recognition of superior achieve- J. Beck. Francis D. DeFnincis, 
ty, and Whitaker Chambers' sub- ment in the academic field and in Robert P. Huesman, Paul L. Ohe, 
.· .. •.•,•.·,.','.J sequent break. Chambers himself all the facets of university life, John F. Ryan, William R. Spin-
- has authored a book called "The degrees Summa Cum Laude arc ncnweber, Thomas L. Bueter, ==:;.::==;;;;;;_;:;, ___ .-.------. _________ f ___ h_ 'Witness" which is a penetrating to be confenecl upon Charles H. Paul V. Palmisano, \Villiam H. 
Unfortunately tlus is the last issue of The Ne\~S or t e work on Communism. Kerstien, Accounting major; Perry, Waller J. Wicks, S.J., 
year, which means that we will have no opportunity to. re- The tragedy of China was Richard H. Austing, Ma.thematics James M. Powell and Howard B. 
view the Masque Society's production of "Romeo and Juliet." summed up by Douglas MacAr- n~ajor, and George R: ~1ltz, Clas- Schapker. 
But we can again encourage everyone to be sure to see the thur before his congressional sH:al Languages maJoi. -------
t . I h t d Dee:rces Mae:na ·cum Laude will CJ • El l la. either Sunday Monday, or Tuesday evening: ques i~ners w ien e was q1~0. e ., ~ l! CH!?:Oa 11 S ~ CC . 
P y · t' t an as say mg, "The greatest pohtical be given to Richard B. Beming, ~ 
Even more nnpor ~n' we cth . 0 . d ti mistake we have made in a hun- Joseph c. Krammer, Patrick J. ])cC." .. ·1rlo Presiden l 
offer our congratulations to e nat1 Zoo Summer pera an ie 1 cl . ti p ·r· · Ry·m De·m S Weber John A · " A · h c re years in 1e ac1 re was in • , • · , · 
cast of "Romeo and Jullet and Shakespearean plays. at nt.wc allowing the Communists to grow Cade, Joseph A. Bracken, S.J., 
to the Masque Society in genel·al College in Yellowsprmgs, Oluo. t , . Cl . I beli'eve James \V. Sanders, S.J., Ludwig 
· · bl · 't 11· h . o power 111 1ma ... 
for tl~eir mdom1ta e sp1r1. w ic If you are in this area llurmg we will pay for it for a century." R. Stiller, S.J., Donald R. Lange-
Vito DeCarlo received his sec-
ond honor in as many weeks last 
Tuesday evening when members 
of lhe Chicago Club chose him 
lo be their president for the com-
ing school year. Last week De-
carlo was elected president of 
the Student Council by the en-
tire student body. 
has fmally brough~ us this pla~. the summer, stop out at the zoo "The China Story" by Freda Ut- fcls, James M. Hogan, James L. 
They have had to fight and ove~- some evening for one of the Op- ley and "The Enemy Within" by 
come tremendous obstacles this eras or plan a tri11 up to Y~llow- Rev. Raymond de Jaegher, S.J., 
year, and they dese~·ve m.ore cred- springs. Better yet, do both if you both cover the events in this area. 
it then we can possibly give them. can, because you'll find that both "The Korea Story" by John c. 
But it is especially to Mr. Vic- are tops for entertainment. Caldwell demonstrated the stu-
tor Dial that our thanks and praise "' "' "' pidity of our State Department's 
are due, for in the pa~t .years he I suppose that's all. Thanks, foreign program. Caldwell's ac-
'alone has been the dr1vmg force best wishes for a happy summer, count of the State Department's 
behind the Masque Society, and and good luck to all. takeover from the Army in Korea 
it is his ability that has given is a telling one. 'It came upon the 
Xavier its fine dramatic program. Of Week scene,' he says, 'filled with the 
Considering the handicaps of Peek same naive notions that had al-
Patch Tcsls Tuesday 
'l'he second !Jhase of the Public 
IlcaHh Se1·vice's Patch •.rest will 
be conductecl next Tuesday from 
9 a. m. to 2 !>· m. in South Hall. 
Students who partici1iatec1 last 
week should report for the patch-
es which will be l'emovccl in South 
Hall on Thursclay. 'l'he 11ayment 
of $8.00 will be made on Friday 
The other two officers of the 
club are Bill Sweeny, vice-presi-
dent; and Fred Gale, secretary-
treasurer. According to Decarlo, 
the club will try to take part 
more actively in Xavier life next 
money, space, and equipment un- Monday, May 18 ready lost us China.' "-Brooklyn ;::;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;;:;:;=====================-
der which he has had to work, student Council, 1:30, Fine Arts Tablet. 
following a final check. year. 
the quality of his production is Room 
marvelous. Without a doubt, "Ro- Psychology Club, 1:30, Room 10 
meo and Juliet" will be terrific- Sodality, 6:30, Room 108 
Mr. Dial wiil see to it. NFCCS, 7:00, Fine Arts Room 
• • • M a s q u e Society Production, 
* * * 
In short, let your summer be a 
time of rest, but not of intellec-
tual stagnation. 
Briefly disposing of the things 8:30, South Hall Auditorium Walker Conunissionecl 
to come, "Mrs. McThing," starring X Political Forum, 8:00, Fine Th U 't l St t N Of•· 
A t R e m ec a es avy J.1-
Helen Hayes, will be the last play rs oom . cers' Candidate School in New-
of the season here in Cincinnati. Mermaid Tavern, 8:00, Mermaid port, Rhode Island, announced this 
It opens next Monday night for Tavern Room week that Phil Walker, a January 
a week's run at the Cox. Then on Tuesday, May 19 graduate received a commission 
Wednesday night, Charles Laugh- Masque Society Production, as a sup~ly officer in the United 
ton will be at the Taft to read to 8:30, South Hall Auditorium Sta'tes Navy. T:he commissli.on 
us as only Charles Laughton can Wednesday, May 20 carries the rank of Ensign. 
do. Economics Club, 7:45, Sou t ll. Walker, who received a B.S. in 
For those who like order and Hall business administration, was an 
connection, we might end by dis- Thursday, May 21 active member of the senior class 
cussing those topics which took Spanish Club, 7:30, Room 45 and was chairman of last fall's 





COME 6ACK NEXT 


















ICE CREAM and MILK 
Only time will 
tell about a summer 
-job ! And only 
time will tell about a 
cigarette! Take 
your time ... 





THERE MUST BE A REASON WHY 
Camel is America's most popular 
cigarette-leading all other brands 
by billions! Camels have the two 
things smokers want most-rich, full 
fl"vor and cool, cool 111ild11ess ••• 
pack after pack! Try Camels for 30 
days and sec how mild, how flavorful, 
how thoroughly enjoyable they arc 
as your steady smoke! 
\ / ,' 
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O'CONNELL'S c 0 RN E RIXAVIER BASEBALLERS TO ENGAGE FOUR FOES IN NEXT FIVE DAYS 
•A Final Thanks To All 
•In Athletic Department 
•On Xavier News Staff 
By Jim O'Connell 
Muskies Extend Streak To Four 
With Wins Over W-P, Miami 
Fan1ily Day To Feature Second X-Hanover Game; 
Wright-Patterson Tilt To :i\'Iark Close Of Season 
By Bob Siegenthaler 
For the second consecutive week the Musketeer diamond-
men face a busy schedule as they close their season. Begin-
ning tomorrow with a Family Day feature contest at 2 p. m. 
against the Hanover Panthers, the Blue and White play four 
games in a span of five days. 1- _ _ . 
Bob George Goes Route 
In 5-3 Ga1ne At Oxford 
By Don Schaeper 
FOR SOME reason or other we don't know whether to feel happy 
or sad as we write our last column for the Xavier News. Certainly 
it will be something of a relief not to be faced with the prospect of 
having to write several hundred words of copy by every Monday, 
but still there was a kind of thrill or fascination or challenge to be The X av i er Musketeers, 
surmounted with each issue. And I'm positive it beats calling fire paced by the sensational hit-
missions from the middle of some rice paddy in Indo-China. ting of Tom St. John, ran their 
• • • • • . . t k t f . . wmmng s rea o our games 
The Wulkmen hold a ten-inning ier athletic careers in the fmal 
Second X-UC Fray 7-5 victory over Hanover, Wrigh~-Patters?nenc?unter.They 
l B R . snatched at the Panthers lair on are D1ck Bermng, Bill Donovan, Postponec y a1n April 30. Joe Mueller, who twirled Dave Riis and Joe Mueller. 
Heavy rains last Wednesday, the first six innings and gave up 
May 13, forced the postponement four hits, or Guy Chandler, who 
of the Xavier-Cincinnati baseball came on and got credit for the 
game scheduled to be played on win, will probably get the nod 
the XU diamond. The Musketeers on Saturday. AT ANY rate there are a few people who have had quite a bit 1 k bl t' W . ht-to do with whatever meager success we might have enjoyed this ast wee ' as mg ng were seeking to avenge a prior On Sunday the Dayton Flyers 
Patterson Air Force Base, 10-5, 7-6 defeat suffered at the hands drop into Corcoran Field for a 
XV Tennis Squad 
Host To Hanover 
In Last Home Tilt 
Year and who must be recognized By Lo"an Rap=ar 
before we bow out permanently. on Friday, May 8, at X, and ed- of the Bearcats. return engagement. Captain Jim ., "". . 
I suppose the best place to begin ging Miami, 5-3, the next after- The contest will probably be Donnelly, a slick-fielding short- T~e racc;iueteers of Xavier Um-
would be with Al Stephan. No noon at Oxford, 0. played Monday or Thursday of stop, is pacing the Flyers. The two vers1ty will meet the netters of 
h d d ·d· f next week. clubs met yesterday too late for Hanover tomorrow afternoon as One Could possibly have been more St. Jo n prove a ec1 mg ac- t f h F -1 D . · As The News went to press late the r·esult . to make this issue of P_ ar o. t e am1 Y ay ceremomes co-operative than Al although he tor in the Kitty Hawk victory, th t t 1 t t h f th hi h Wednesday it was not known Th N m eir nex o as mac o e knew that our efforts would nev- collecting three hits (one of w c ' - e ews. Th -
1 
t t h .
11 
b 
whether the Xavier-Dayton con- h Mi . season. e1r as ma c w1 e er result in a bigger guarantee was a prodigious 400 foot home On Tuesday, May 19, t e am1 t W d d h th h 
test slated for Dayton yesterday . . , nex e nes ay w en e c arges from Some Opponent Or even the run), scoring two times and ac- Redskms mvade the Musketeers f c h B b M -11 1 would suffer the same fate. . . G h. o oac o assman wi p ay 
click of a single turnstile. Al- · counting for four RBis. Bill Dono- ba1lw1ck. Bob e or g e , w o host to the Wildcats of the Uni-
though faced with a lot of prob- van also had two singles in the pitched a 5-3 triumph over the versity of Kentucky, who hold an 
lems in trying to make various eleven hit Muskie attack. Joe Cage Turn In May 13-21 'Skins at Oxford, ~s expected to earlier 7-2 verdict over the XU 
ends meet, AI still saw fit to take Collier, W-P second sacker, led Ray Baldwin, supervisor of the take the mound agamst the_m here. netters. 
US around the Country J·n grand the losers with three safeties. thl t" · th y· ldh George gave up IO safeties and a e 1c cage m e 1e ouse, · . . . . The Muskies won their third 
style for which we can only offer Dan Wayman, who hurled for has announced that the period struck out four m the m1tial meet- match of the season last Satur-
our deepest thanks. Al's job is Xavier until.he was lifted iri the from May 13 to May 21 will be ing of the two squads. day as they easily defeated Wil-
not an easy one. Unfortunately seventh inning in favor of Guy the time for students to pick up A trip to The Gem City to col- mington College at Xavier, 9-0, 
the index of good attendance is Chandler, received credit for his Xavier catcher Joe Degaro hustles to first base to beat out an any personal equipment they may lide with the Wright-Patterson and were seeking their fourth 
not n e c es sari l y good athletic initial win of the campaign a- infield hit and start the first Muskie scoring spree in the Wright- have in the cage. During that time, Air Force Base nine brings down victory in nine outings yesterday 
teams, and it is an all but impos- gainst a single setback. Muskie Patterson game. Photo by Daly the cage will be open for this I the curtain on the Muskies' dia- in a return match at Wilmington. 
sible task to keep coaches, play- pitchers allowed ten hits, struck purpose only. Students who do mond endeavors for this year. A scheduled match with Dayton 
ers, fans, officials, opponents and Al Stephan out ten and walked four. Joe De- scoring in the third on DeGaro's The Kitty Hawks retaliated not pick up gear before May 22 Xavier pounded four Kitty Hawk I was washed down the drain last 
an assorted variety of other peo- Garo handled the catching. infie~d hit, an e::ror, _and St. with three ma_rkers in the sixth, will be unable to get it later. hurlers for eleven blows. and ten I Monday afternoon. 
pie happy. Nevertheless, Al seems to do the best job possible. We Corcion, Puccie, and Clameta Johns run-producmg smgle to and one each m the seventh and runs to trounce the Service Club In last Saturday's match with 
wish him nothing but the greatest success in years to come. worked for the visitors, whiffling center. In the fifth, the Wulkmen eighth frames. Seven singles, a nings to seal their victory. Way- in Cincinnati, 10-5. Sophomore Wilmington, basketball star Lou 
• • • • • six· Xavier batsmen while issuing batted around, tallying five times triple, two walks, a wild pitch man's second double following Dan Wayman, who was the win-\ Vonderbrink played in his first 
BOB COATES is another man who has put up with US cheer- only one pass. The losers were with St., John's two run triple, and a hit batsman resulted in all an error plus a miscue by the nin? h_urler, f~r the Blue. and\co_llegiate_match and ~ame off the 
fully for the past four years. There is simply nobody who works charged with four of the six er- Wayman s long smash to center, their tallies. W-P shortstop brought home two .. White m the first game will be wmncr m both smgles and 
barder at obtaining for the Musketeers the recognition they rightly rors in the contest. and a perfectly executed double But the Muskies added four in- Donovan's safety, theft of second the probable Xavier flinger in this doubles. 
deserve than Rojo. Be has never failed us when we needed pie- The Musketeers commenced the steal the damaging blows. surance runs in the last three in- (Continued on Page 8) contest on Wednesday, May 20. The summeries: Jim Brock-





• • • • • • ST. JOHN GEORGE LEADERS IN x BASEBALL ~:i:iz=e~~e i~~:1\1~~~~p i:h~!e~~ ~=~ ~~\~e~.hi::~~ 8:~~ J~~e~~~ 
THE XAVIER coaching staffs have likewise been very kind to ' I games. This means Bill Donovan Dermott (X) defeated Norman 
us in our request for significant information about XU athletics. MUSKETEERS' BATTING AVERAGES Center-fielder Tom St. John of at fii:st, Bill Niehaus at second, Steimke, 6-2, 6-1; Bill McQuade 
Never have we received the impression that our questions were AB R H 2B 3B HR RBI SB Avg. Chicago, Ill., leads the Musketeers Bob Morris at short and Captain (X) defeated Jim Morrison, 6-3, 
merely being tolerated or that we didn't count as much as the peo- Tom St. John ............ 38 9 15 I I 2 15 4 .395 in seven departments with the Dick Berning at third will com- 6-4; Lou Vonderbrink (X) de-
ple down town. On the contrary we were privileged to listen to their Dan Wayman .............. 8 4 3 2 o o 2 o .375 release of statistics for the first prise the inner defenses. Dave feated Bob Stempert, 6-3, 6-1; 
every expression of grief and sadness in a candid and helpful way. Bob Judd ...................... 6 3 2 o o o o o .333 eight Xavier baseball games. St. Hils, Tom St. John and Pete Mc- Ed Hake (X) defeated Dick Loey. 
Ed Kluska and his henchmen Lavelle and Smyth are deserving of Bill Donovan ............ 37 I 10 3 o o 7 3 .270 John, who bats left-handed and earthy will work from left to 6-1, 6-4. In the doubles Jim 
the big things to .come next year, and it is our hope that Ned Wulk Joe Degaro ................ 12 3 3 1 o o o o .250 throws right-handed, tops the right in the outfield, while Joe Brockhoff and Bill McQuade (X) 
gets his .500 plus basketball team next year.· Dan McMahon ............ 4 2 1 o o o o o .250 ·team with a solid .395 batting Degaro takes care of the catch- defeated Ken Bowen and Bill 
• • • • • Joe Mueller .................. 4 o 1 o o o 1 O .250 1 average. He also leads in runs ing. Stempert, 6-0, 6-0; John Shields 
OF COURSE we can't pass up the persons who. have made our Pete McCarthy .......... 25 4 6 o 1 o 3 o .240 batted in and hits with 15 Four seniors will end their Xav- and Jim McDermott (X) defeated 
position possible, the members of the different Xavier teams: They Dave Dils .................... 31 6 7 0 0 1 3 2 .226 each and stolen bases with four. Dick Fair and Norman Steimke, 
are on. the whole entirely normal individuals, neither predolDlnently Dick Berning ............ 32 10 7 2 0 2 9 3 ,219 He is tied with Bob Morris in contests. The diminutive left- 6-3, 6-2; Lou Vonderbrink and 
geniuses nor uniformly stupid. However. on occasion they have been Ed Bolger .................. 10 1 2 1 0 0 1 0 200 times-at-bat with 38, with Dick hander owns a record of three Ed Hake defeated Jim Morrison 
able to rise above their usual capabilities and accomplish something Bill Niehaus .............. 22 2 4 1 0 0 0 0 :182 Berning in homers with two and victories and one setback, w~!h and Dick Stempert, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. 
truly outstanding. At these times they hav~ shown that gre.a~ a- Bob George ................ 11 3 2 0 8 0 2 0 •182 with Pete McCarthy in triples two complete games to his ere it. ;;;;;~;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;,t 
ehievement demands something more than Jnst talent or trammg, Bob l\lorris ................ 38 8 5 1 0 0 2 1 132 with one. Dick Berning leads in In the individual categories Guy The Drug Store closest to 
that like any really worthwhile accomplishment the important Huck Budde .............. 18 2 2 1 0 0 1 1 • the runs department with 10, Chandler has the most strikeouts Xavier University 
bloeks and crucial baskets are not the result of the ordinary effort. Guy Chandler .............. 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 while Bill Donovan has the most with 15, and Dan Wayman owns 
It took more than the average type of determination to fashion such . doubles with three. the best earned run average, a 
&'l'eat moments like the 1951 football victory over Cincinnati or this Xavier ........................ 3o3 58 76 13 2 5 46 14 Bob George of Cleveland, O., 1.29 mark. Bob George faced the 
year's tremendous basketball upset over Miami. Opponents ................ 299 44 77 8 4 1 32 7 was the most effective Xavier most batters, 110, and hurled the 
• • • • • MUSKETEER PITCWNG RECORDS Tom St. John pitcher in the Muskies first eight most innings, 25. l!;;;;;===========;;;;;r:J 
BEFORE WE leave the athletic department, we must mention JP AB R H ER SO 




another person who has aided us as in the same genial way she Dan Wayman (1-1) .......... 21 93 9 22 3 12 
helps everyone else. We mean Mary Mathews, the number one liason Bob George (3-1) .............. 25 110 8 26 6 18 
official between Xavier athletics and the_ outside world. Guy Chandler (1-0) .......... 16% 69 7 14 6 15 
• • • • • _ Joe l\ilueller (0-1) .............. 10~ 65 18 14 10 1 
ALL OF this co-operation wouldn't .have meant a thing, how- Bob Judd (0-0) .................. I 6 2 I 2 l 







343 44 76 27 39 .. . _ of the News itself. We speak es- vier ........................ ~ 
· pecially of Howard Schapker, Opponents (3-5) .................. 76 349 58 70 34 54 
Boward Schapker 
Tom Lippert and Mr. Bernie Marc 
tin, our moderator. I would ·like 
to single out Howard in particu-
lar. Last year when he found that 
the mantle of News leadership 
had fallen on his unexpecting 
shoulders, he saw fit to call upon 
me t o s h a r e i n t h e mighty 
tribulations of our weekly paper. 
I don't know of any person who 
could have been easier to work 
with than Howie. Blessed with a 
great sense of humor, he can 
work out the most trying situa-
tions without the least trace of 
panic or hysteria. This year, with 
the return of some semblance of 
normalcy to the News staff, I re-
ceived a kind of i·eward for my 
efforts with the trips and the 
fact that everybody reads the 
sports column whether or not its author can put together a complete 
sentence or not. But Howard continued in the same comparatively 
unheralded post, vexed with such standard problems as the spelling 
of Mr. Bourgeois' name, whether Dr. Peters is an instructor or an 
assistant professor, and why Jim Ryan can't write in paragraphs 
shorter than 200 words. Consequently, I take this chance to pay 
Howard a little of the recognition he deserves. 
• • • • • 
A LAST column would also be incomplete without mention of 
Bill Puterbaugh of the Western Newspaper Union. "Pete" has been 
the safety man in the News set up for many a year now and more 
than once after some mistake on our part has gone out of his way 
to work overtime to get the paper ready on schedule or prevent us 
from committing some heinous journalistic sin. 








THEN THERE are the men who have labored long and arduous-
ly over their cliches in carrying out their duties on the News sports 
staff. Everything we did this year was backed by the fine work of 
Paul Cain, Logan Rapier, Don Schaeper and Bob Siegenthaler. We 
must also mention the efforts of the long-suffering Marty Daly who 
risked untold perils from all kinds of stray balls in snapping the 
photos you saw on our pages. The first two mentioned scribes will 
endeavor to carry on as usual in this spot next year, and although 
they are short on experience, both possess the necessary desire and 
blarney to perform in the traditional manner. 
... HOME BY 
GREYHOUND 
f.· • • • • • 
LASTLY WE want to say a word of thanks to our loyal readers 
who have diligently suffered through 22 of these opera now. Thanks 
for your support, and do the same for Paul and Logan next year. 
XU Swint Teain To l\leet X Rifle Club Has Picnic 
The first meeting of the newly- The Rifle Club held its annual 
formed Xavier Swimming Team picnic yesterday at Sharon Woods. 
will be held next Wednesday at The firing of M-ls, and announce-
!: 30 p.m. Anyone interested in ments for next year preceded j)le 
joining should contact Tom program of activities and re-
O'Toole. freshments planned by Jack 
Schaefers and George Bauer. 
Ed Klusa's Purcell High School 
football team lost only one game Basketball coach Ned Wulk is 
between 1943 and 1946. a native of Marion, Wisconsin. 
I 
Akron, o. . $ 5.40 Indianapolis, Ind . •• i:; 2.70 
Atlanta, Ga. 9.15 Lexington, Ky. 1.80 
Canton, O. . 5.40 LouisviUe, Ky. 2.75 
Charleston 5.05 New York 16.15 
Chicago, Ill. 6.50 Parkersburg, W. Va. 4.35 
Cleveland, 0. 5.40 
St. Louis, Mo. 7.30 Columbus, 0. 2.70 . 
Detroit, l\'.lich. 6.00 Toledo, 0. 5.00 
·Evansville, Ind. 5.40 Vincennes, Ind. 4.05 
Plus U. S. Tax 
Big EXTRA Savings On Round Trip Tickets 
GREYHOUND TERMINAL 
5th and Sycamore Phone: PA. 6000 
and LUCKIES 
TASTE BETTERI 
Cleaner, J:resher, Smootherl 
Ask yourself this question: Why do I smoke? 
You know, yourself, you smoke for enjoyment. 
And you get enjoyment only from the ~ of a 
cigarette. 
Luckies taste better-cleaner, fresher, smoother! 
Why? Luckies are made better to taste better. And, 
what's more, Luck~re made of fine tobacco. 
L.S./M.F.T.-Lucky Strike Means Fine Tobacco. 
So, for the thing you want most in a cigarette ••• 
for better taste-for the cleaner, fresher, smoother 
taste of Lucky Strike ••• 
Be HapJly-GO LUCKY! 
C_IGARETTES 
:PRODUCT OF ~ vt='ti= J"~ AMERICA'S LEADING lltANUFACTURER OF.CIGARETTES 
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SPRING SPORTS ATHLETES ENDING CAREERS THIS MONTH 
Bill Donovan Joe Mueller 
Dave Hils 
Top Sports .Events 
Of 1952-53 Named 
Xu G I. f T D f d T• } As · the 1952-53 sports year 0 ers 0 e en It e draws to a close, Xavier Sports 
Musketee1· Nine Extends Win Streak d - Publicist Bob Coate~ has selected 
On Ohl·o State C·ourse Mon ay the most outstanding perform-By Doivnin(J' W1·i«ht-Patte1·son, Mia1ni . ances turne~ in by Musketeer 
. ~ EJ · B Paul Cain Cardinals at Maketewah to gam athletes durmg the year. Here 
(Continued from Page 7) nercd ten blows 9ff three R~dskin Tl X .Y lf t t rt th an even split with them in the sea are his choices. The 6-0 shutout 




e av;e~t go · ea~ s a s t'e son's series The score was 101;; win over Boston College in Bos-
scored another. Then in the eighth Namara. Bill Niehaus led the vie- ~st aph ° C1 s sheaRson sBcolmdp7 ~- to 71L2 In the first meeting which ton and the 110-91 triumph over 
d f , 1 'th t h't 1 hon w en oac ay a wins "· • . . d St. John's clout cleare the ence tors assau t w1 wo 1 s a - . t th D t Fl was at Louisville u of L took X's Miami at Oxford were p1cke as 
· · h f' ld th b 11 b · ti I M k' h d t 1 t charges mee e ay on yers ' ·· · · · f tb 11 m ~·1g t ·1e , e .a ouncmg 10ug 1 every us ie a a eas. in their final scheduled match measure, 11-7. Xavier's Captain the greatest v1ctor1es m oo_ a 
amidst s~veral tenms :l'iet's. on~ sa~etyt 
1 
d L' h f - today at Maketewah. In the pre- Jim Grady was again medalist in and bas~etball. ~e t14-13 ';~~-
. Bo? ,eor~e we~: e. is .m:ice ~v1e1~ ~~c ~e me ~tors: vlous meeting of the two schools the second match with a one- bac.k wm. overff :Y o1'. ~nv·n e iz: Xavier s wm at . iam1, g1vmg mn m t e irs on a wa o . earlier in the season the Muskies over-par 73. vahan_t losu~g e or . agams l a-
H
h1:U a thr~e. won-:-on~ lost record. John, dan advandce to secondDon a walloped UD's not so high flying The scores: Grady (X) 73 over nov? m fPhiltahdelphiat are thge se-
1s remammg v1ctor1es are over groun out, an a score on ono- "bl'k 18_g: In 1952 X won Humphreys 78, Brown (L) 78 over lections or e mos coura eous . 
Eastern Kentucky. Incidentally, van's double. In the third two ~1 1 ~~~ton ~atches 15_12 and ·McFarland 82, Joering (X) 76 efforts in the two ~ports. The nod 
George has the distinction ofpitch- successive base knocks, a double 1:1~ -l2l/: ' over Burton 80, Scott (L) 86 for the most courageous individual 




·d M 18 th M k' over Deye 91. performance went to Bob Heim 
mances (two) for the Muskies. Joh.n, produced a run. Three Mus- ~lint onl aty'c aly b et dusf ineds The invading airmen of Wright- for his play in the first UC bas-
Tl b 1 . ti . d h 1 . th w1 rave o o um us o e e k b 11 • 't f b k ie curve - a lmg sou 1paw lues crosse t e p ate m e sev- th . . Oh' I t 11 g' t Cup Patterson Air Force Base trounced et a,.. game in spi e o a ro en . l' . ld d b l l I f . 1 b H'l D eu lo n erco e ia e . specia ist y1e . e ten ase. moc {S ent 1 on our smg es ~ i s, e- Last year Xavier snatched the Xavier last Monday, May 11, nose. 
t~ the Redskms but, .while fan- Garo, George and Bermg plus a trophy from the perennial fav- 181/2 -81/2 , as the two teams met at 
~mg . four, w~s espec1~1ly. effec- wal~. . . orite, Ohio State. Hciwever only Maketewah Country Club, Xav- Jim Ryan Captures 
tlve m the pmches. Miami com- M1am1 pushed across smgle tal- t returning lettermen will ier's home course. Wright-Patter-
mitted three miscues against two ~ies. in the first, sixth, and eighth pz:y again this year, and State is son's Tom Long shot a. two-over- v erkamp_ Medal 
for X. . mi:mgs. The defeat gave the Red- again favored .. Last season the par 74 to take medalist honors. Making his final appearance 
The Blue and White also gar- skms a 5 won-8 lost season mark. Muskies in winning were four The Musketeers now have a rec- with the Plilopedian Debating 
• / points ahead of the next team, ord of four wins an~ seven loss~s. S . . J' R Xavier S 1953 Golf Roster osu, shooting a team total of The scores: Age <W-P) 81 over t~:~~t~h:::~:ted11~erk~=P ;;~ 
Name Ht. Wt. Age Class Hometown Hi1gh School 623. Tom McFarland, a member Grady 79, McFarland (X) 80 over bate medal and led his negative 
Brockman, Ollie 5-11 172 21 Junior Cincinnati St. Xavier of this year's team, was the Servers 83• Long (W-P) 74 over team to victory in the debate 
Byrne, Dick 5-10 170 21 Junior Rushville, Ind., R'shv'lle tourney medalist with a two- Deye 75, Schutte (X) 79 over An- club's public performance last 
Deye, Charlie 6-0 176 21 Senior Cincinnati, St. Xavier/round tot~l of 150 <74- 75) ... d:rson 79, Tooke (W-P) 77 over Friday night in the Fine Arts 
Grady, Jim (C) *** 6-0 153 21 Senior Cincinnati Purcell Last Friday, May 8• the Muskie O Connor 88• Johnson (W-P) 79 Room Ryan president of the 
Huster, Bill 6-0 153 21 Senior Cincinnati: St. Xavier linksmen defeated the Louisville over Brockman 82· Philo~s, is als~ a member of the 
Joering, Jim 5-8 140 22 Senior Cincinnati, St. Xavier • L d c • N d Mermaid Tavern and ·pens "Be-
Kaneer, Tom 5-10 162 19 Soph. Peoria, Ill., Spaulding Business ea ers ite ee tween the Lin~s" for The News. 
McFarland, Tom * 6-2 184 20 Soph. Cincinnati, Purcell ~ Ryan and his colleagues, Bob 
O'Conner, Bob 6-0 145 19 Frosh. Cincinnati Purcell F M L •b l Ed ·t • Siegenthaler and Tom Lippert, 
Scholles, Tom 5-10 154 20 Junior Cincinnati' St. Xavier Or Ore i era UCU ion won the 48th annual Verkamp 
Schutte, Joe 6-2 185 21 Senior Cincinnati, · r Elder . . . . . . decision from affirmative team * indicates letter received (Contmued from Page 3) 1 it will be up. to the umversihe~ members Al Fritsch, Larry Blank 
NFCCS National Congress To Gather 
• 
more liberal education. I can re- t~ ~or~ .~ut the system for pro- and .. Tom Kerver. Judges were 
call; at the time I was in school, vidmg it. Mr. Joseph A. Verkamp, Rev. 
that my opinion of liberal arts A concurrence in the. general Carl Steinbicker and Dr. Ray-
courses was not what it is today. opinions being expressed came mond F. McCoy. The debaters 
At the age a young man enters from Mr. Irving S. Olds, retired argued the merits of a compul-
school, he is inclined to think chairman of the Un_ited States sory federal Fair Employmen; 
that the most essential courses Steel Corp. Mr. Olds's statement Practices Act. 
In Queen City; X Men Asked To Help 
A cross-section of Catholic 
youth will assemble this August 
25-30 at the Sheraton-Gibson Ho-
tel for the national congress of 
The National Federation of Cath-
olic College Students. Students 
from the four corners of the U.S. 
will exchange ideas on missions, 
debating, Catholic action, christ-
ian doctrine, Mariology, Catholic 
unity, and other topics, and plan 
the program of the Federation for 
the coming year. 
Since the national congress is 
being held in Cincinnati this year, 
Xavier students are provided with 
an excellent opportunity to en-
gage in the discussions at the 
c o n g r e s s , hear distinguished 
speakers, and meet Catholic boys 
and girls from throughout the 
country. 
A student government council 
will be held at the Gibson during 
the three , days preceding the 
congress. A member of the Xav-
Marines To Visit X 
Mr. Frank Luken announced 
from the placement office this 
week that today and next Mon-
day the Officer Procurement team 
of the United States Marines 
would visit Xavier to meet and 
discuss the Marines with those 
who are interested. 
ier Student Council will repre-
sent Xavier. . 
If any Xavier students are in-
terested in aiding in running the 
congress they may contact John 
Moorman, Al Cordes, Pat Levine, 
or Rev. Maurice J. Link, S.J. 
are .. those that will further his to The News read, "I share the The Philops are also preparing 
career. Usually, he does not. ap- opinion that the humanities for their banquet to be held this 
preciate the value of languages, should be included in any educa- year on Wednesday evening, 
English, philosophy, social sci- tional progl'am which properly May 27, at the Vernon Manor. 
ences, etc. qualifies a student for his likely Larry Blank is in charge of ar-
"I have observed that many of experiences in later life." rangements. 
Band's Family Day Program the better engineering colleges These are typical of sentiments ___ ,_ ___ _ 
The Star Spangled Banner are broa.d~ning t?eir curriculum being express~d by a whole ~ove- Four Men Garnet• 
Chalet Overture ................ Bennett by. reqmr~ng a f1ve:~ear ~ourse. ment of leading u. s. busine.ss- Scholastic M'ed. als . 
A Trumpeter's Lullaby .. Anderson This permits t~~ addition o. so?1e men who are honestly worried 
Tmmpct soloist-Norbert Panko of the humani.ties an~ ot~er hb- ~b?ut . the. problem ?f ?ver-spec- Seniors Dick Austing and Roth 
Carousel Selection .......... Rodgers eral arts studies. 'l;'h1s migh~ ~e iahzah~n m. ~ur nations colleges Herrlinger, Jr., junior Tom. Lip-
Carousel Waltz _ Mister Snow_ one answer to business adm1ms- and umvers1hes. ~ome of these pert and sophomore Gene Hirsch. 
Bl w u· h Bl w L w _ If 1 men ,and others hke them are berg will be singled out for rec-
0 ig • 0 0 't' d 1 t . . t d · · . h fl ld f l' . Loved You - June Is Bustin' The News expresses its thanks :-vri mg an ec urmg o au - ogmho~ in t e e s o ~e igion 
Out All Over_ What's The Use to Mr. Henning w. Prentis, Jr., iences throughout the c~untry f~r an~ philosophy at g.raduation ex-
Of Wond'rin _ A Re a I Nice Mr. James c. Worthy, Mr. Irving the sole purpose of calling public erc1ses June 3. 
Cl b k _ y 'II N W lk s. Olds Mr. John c. Sharp and attention to this problem. The Austing will be awarded the am a e ou ever a ' ' t' . th . . d . A hb' h M N' h 1 M d l Al Mr. Walter P. Paepcke for their ques ion now m e1r mm s is re is op c ic o as e a as 
I'm ;::rs ............................ Milton contributions and encouragement whether the public, the colleges the senior ~ho has exc~lled in t~e 
.· for this symposium. themselves, and the students of study of philosophy. Lippert will 
Jalous~e ............. : ...................... Gade this nation-tomorrow's business receive the Martin G. Dumler 
~ar1mba soloist - John Boggs leaders~will heed their advice. Key as the junior with the same 
Wdlow Echoes ..................... Simon tration e du c·a t ion. We have distinction. Herrlinger was sin-
Trumpet soloist - John Fitzger- seen this movement take place in • • gled out for the David Snyder 
.aid the medical sciences and, to some Senior Meeting May 20 Religion Medal, and Hirschberg 
Vmcent Youmans F,.antasy .. You- extent, in the technic.al sciences. The Senior Class will hold a for the Alpha Sigma Nu Religion 
mans It seems to me, therefore,' that it meeting next Wednesday, May 20, Key, for their winning essays on 
Great Day • More Than You is up to the colleges and univer- in Room 47, at l: 45 p.m., accord- "Francis Xavier and Men of 
Know - Time On My Hands • sities to make a similar move in ing to its president, Bill Charles. Xavier." 
~Without A Song - Drums In My business .administration require- On the agenda, said Charles, are The announcements were made 
Heart ments. There is no question but the Senior Ball slated for May 29, by Rev. Jerome G. Lemmer, S.J., 
March Of The Steel Men .... ·Bel- that a broader education is need- and the Alumni Picnic-Reception chairman of the department of 
stering ed in business 'administration, and at Elsa~sser Farm on June 1. Philosophy. 
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SENIORS TO GET TOGETHER FOR BIG PICNIC JUNE I 
Singing, Bull Session . . 
Scheduled For Evening A motorcade will lea~e Union will be popular melodies to which and will conclude with a general an informal opportunity to meet 
Hall at 3 p.m. and will return words will be added. A trophy bull session. their fellow Alumni. Those who 
The. ~avier University Alumni about 11 p.m. will be awarded yearly for the All the members of the grad- wish to go should convey their 
Association has completed plans The party will inaugurate a best song. uating class are especially urged intentins to Bill Charles or Rev. 
for a free stag party on Monday, class · song contest which the The evening's entertainment to attend this party as the last of Peter J. Bushmann, S.J., before 
June 1, for the members of the Alumni Association hopes to will include singing to the ac· their Xavier-financed functions. May 21. All the faculty members 
Graduation class at Elsasser's make an annual affair. The songs companiment of Vito Rossi, '56, The party will also give Seniors have received invitations. 
Farm. · ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ In cooperation with the Alumni 
council leader, Mr. C. R. Beirne, 
a student committee consisting of 
Bill Charles, chairman; Kevin 
Krigbaum, Jim Spraul, Jerry 
Bourne and Jack Schaeffer have 
prepared a day of informal ac-
tivities beginning at 3 p.m. A 
baseball game between the mem-
bers of the class of '53 and an 
All-Alumni team is scheduled. 
Other sports events have been 
planned as well, to be followed by 
a buffet dinner. 
Transportation to the scene of 
the festivities has been arranged. 
AMA Head To Talk 
To Grads June 3 
(Continued from Page 1) 
Of the other speakers on the 
graduation agenda the Very Rev. 
Paul W. Cavanaugh, S.J., will de-
liver the Invocation on Wednes-
day evening, the Very Rev. Vin-
cent Kroger, O.F.M., will deliver 
the Baccalaureate Sermon at the 
Sunday service, and Donald R. 
Langefels will be Valedictorian 
for the class of '53. 
This year's candidates for de-
grees include approximately 130 
students from the Evanston Cam-
pus, 40 from the night school, 
five from the Milford Novitiate, 
and 40 from the graduate school. 
One hundred and sixty-five seek 
Bachelor of Science degrees, 65 
of which are in Business Admin-
istration. Bachelor of Arts De-
grees are sought by 22 including 
nine·from the Honors A. B. which 
will this year send out its second 
graduating class. Five Jesuits 
seek Bachelor of Literature de-
grees and the graduate depart-
ment will confer nearly 45 de-
grees in Education, Business Ad-
ministration, Science, and Arts. 
Certificates from the evening 
college will be sought in Account-
ing, General Business, Market-




Rev. J. Peter Buschmann, S.J., 
assistant dean, announced this 
week the results of the schlarship 
tests which were given to high 
school seniors on April 25. 
The winners are: John Dacey, 
St. Xavier High School, Cincin-
nati; Charles Hampel,· Roger 
Bacon High School, Cincinnati; 
Walter Ormsbee, Purcell High 
School, Cincinnati; Tim Garry, St. 
Ignatius High School, Cleveland; 
Richard Partyka, DePaul Aca-
demy, . Chicago; W~lliam Sims, 
St. Ignatius High School, Chicago; 
and Fred Schulten, St. Xavier 
High School, Louisville. 
Each scholarship carries with it 
full tuition for four years. 
Derby 'Gratifying' 
Returns for the Alumni's Blue 
and White Derby are coming in 
at a gratifying rate, Mr. John A. 
Moser, development director and 
Derby official, reported this week. 
Over $10,500 had been collected 
at press time, with many local and 
out-of-town returns not complete. 
The Alumni Association is 
working to furnish a laboratory 
in the new Thomas J. Logan 
Chemistry Building. Their lab 
will honor Rev. Frederick N. 
Miller, S.J., who has been chair-
man of the Chemistry department . 
for 25 years. 
Now at Mallle11'• 
Springweave' 
suits lor tire ''lighter• 





l'lre Li,,1rt1vei9lit Suit I' ou'll Wear 9 Month• ol tire l' ear 
You've been reading about them! talking about them! now you can see, feel and try them 
on at Mabley & Carew •.• Springweave suits by Palm Beach. The suits that are SO·PRAC. 
TICAL traveling men make it their favorite suit: SO GOOD LOOKING you'll wear It 
everywhere: SO MO~ERATELY priced you'll be delighted to say the least. 
Springweave suits are EXTRA SPECIAL because their fabric is a combination of scientific· 
elly blended fibers to give the suit body, resilience, soft, smooth texture ~nd WEARINS 
ABILITY. See these suits today. 
Suit d1tch1cl: 72% wool, 23% rayon ancl 5% nylon •. 
fReg. T.M. Pelm Beech Co. 
'Reg, T.M. Goodell-Sanford, Inc. 
Men's Clothing · • Second Floor 
• Use Mabley's Preferred 
Apparel Account 
• Three month to pay 
• Three equal payments 
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Model Submitted For Senior Fourteen ROTC Students To Receive 
·Gift Statue Of Francis Xavier Sp~ial Awards At Corps Drill Today 
Today's Final I :30 Drill Session Is Occasion 
For Recognition Of Top Military Students Dean Announces 
A number of ROTC students will be singled out for in- F a_culty Promotions 
dividual awards at the season's last regimental drill today at F" f It t" 
. ive acu y promo 10ns were 
1
1:30 p. m., according to Capt. James C. Parrott who made the d th" k b D · · . announce is wee y ean 
announcement for Col. George L. Holsinger. P 1 L O'C s J n H Th d . . . au . onnor, · . . rs. ar-e awards an their recipients are as follows: A D b Th J H ·r 
Col. Charles F. Williams Schol- vey · u e, omas · ai -
arship Award: James E. Powers • • . stones, Frank A. Peters and Walt-
Reserve Officers Association Musketeer Distribution Set er J. Clarke have been advanced 
Gold Medal: for first year ad- The Musketeer, Xavier year- from assistant professors to as-
vanced, William F. Fitzpatrick; book, will be distributed at grad- sociate professors. 
for second year advanced, Don- uation, Editor Bob Fitzpatiick an- Mr. Walter F. Behler has be-
aid R. Langefels nounced. Students may also have come an assistant professor. He 
American L e g i o n Luncheon their copy mailed to them by was formerly an instructor in Ac-
Clu.b Scholarship Award, second leaving their complete name ·and counting. 
year basic: Robert J. Morris address, together with 25 cents-, -------------
Association of u. s. Army (pub- with the secretary in the Science Home Run 
Ushers of Combat Force Journal) Hall Faculty room. 
Artillery Medal, first. year ad-, -------------
vanced: Dale W. Dearwater 
Reserve Officers Association of Probation Students Bl IRA. Ill U. S. Silver Medal, second year 
basic, James J. Albers; first year Blame Study Habits 
basic, Vito A. Rossi 
Knights of Columbus Luncheon Students on or near probation 
Club Award first year basic: Wil· at the end of the first semester 
fred H. Wittekind were sent questionnaires by Dean 
Military Order of World Wars Paul L. O'Connor, S.J., in an 
Gold Medal, first year basic: Paul effort to learn ~he students' own 
E. Berning reasons for their low grades. 
Win~ers of the first second and The result of the unique experi-
third Dr. James T. 'clear Rifle ment, recently published by the 
Trophies are John v. Schaefers Public Relations Department, 
James D. Kelly and Wilfred :Q~ show. poor study habits leading 
Wittekind respectively. the hst .. Almost. 70% o~ the stu-
Winner of the Rifle Club Team dents hsted this as either the 
Trophy is James J. Albers, and of !'rinci~al o_r a contributi~g factor 
the Best Individual Bandsman i~ their failure. Next ~>Ut .far be-
Trophy James Sherlock. ?md were ~ack of motivat1on ~nd , 
improper high school preparation. 
Barely 15% blamed after-school 
Guild Stud.ent Rates Cut work, poor study conditions or 
Above is a picture of the model of a life-size statue of The Guild Theater, Peebles the teacher's management. 
St. Francis Xavier, submitted by a studio in Italy to the Corner, has reduced rate student A total of 119 questionnaires 
committee of senior class officers for their approval The passes available for distribution were tabulated, and while most 
. . . . . •. from Mr. Frank M. Inserni, chair- students gave one principal reason 
Senior ~e~onal Fund Drive lS' now on its last lap with a man of the Fine Arts Department. for the low grades received, others 
great maJonty of the $1000 goal already collected. Beginning tonight, the new fea- gave up to six. Twenty-four other 
Senior C 1 ass President Bill ture is "Last Holiday," starring miscellaneous re as on s were 
Charles, in rem_inding th_e seniors Family Day Activity Program Alec Guiness and Kay Walsh. named in t4e pop. 
of the approaching deadlme, com- FAMILY DAY-Schedule of E- r--------------------------~ 
mended the group leaders for t 
. ven s their response. He also announced 
that the site for the statue, O'- Saturday, May l~, 1953 
Brien Terrace in front of Hinkle 1:00 p. m.-Flag-ra1sing ceremon-
Hall has been chosen in favor of ies, close order drill, Pershing 
the ~ite opposite South Hall after Rifles 
consideration by the committee. 1:30-Baseball game, XU vs. Han-
Th · •t h"t t M over; tennis match, XU vs. Han-e umversi y .arc i ec , r. over 
Albert V. Walters, is now prepar- 2 OO-C i t' d t · d · f th t t · : ampus nspec ion; epar -ing a rawmg o e s a ue in .. 
•t h ·t d th ct · g mental, classroom exh1b1tions 
i s c osen si e an e rawm . 
-11 b · d t th t" g· 3:30-Ground-breakmg ceremon-w1 e viewe a e mee m . f d •t 
· · d t" t 1es or new orm1 ory which is slate for some ime nex "' 00 S d lit R k · 't: - o a y program; osary 
wee · and Benediction at shrine 
Seniors Bow Out 
In Final Dance At 
Cincinnati Club 
Th final Xavier dance of the 
school year, the Senior Ball, re-
ceived its final impetus at a meet-. 
ing of committee members Wed-
' nesday afternoon. The ball will 
be held Friday evening, May 29, 
at the Cincinnati Club, accord-
ing to Senior Class President and 
Dance Chairman Bill Charles. 
Charles emphasized that be-
cause of the limited space at the 
Cincinnati Club, a maximum of 
250 couples will be sold tickets. 
4:45-Dinner in Union Building 
Cafeteria 
7:00-Variety Show by Xavier 
students and Clef Club in Ar-
mory 
8:00-Band Concert in Armory 
9:00-Dance in fieldhouse, free 
beer, Dick lnskeep's band; card 
party and social in Armory. , 
Dinner Tickets--$2.25 
Dance or Card Party-$1.75 
Tickets: Now on sale by students. 
ALL YOUR LAUNDRY 
at 
THE SHIRT LAUNDRY 
3618 MontgomelJ' Koacl 
Accordingly, seniors will have ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
first choice, and the dance will 
then be thrown open to the entire 
student body. "All students are 
welcome, but it will be a first 
come, first serve situation," 
Charles said. 
Gene Hessler and his orchestra 
have been contracted to provide 
the music. The admission price 
will be either $2.00 or $2.25 per 
couple. Other committee mem-
bers are Jack Schaeffers, Jim 
Sprau!, Jerry Bourne and Jack 
Cade. 
Ambitious college men with 
cars for s u m m e r or career 
wor~. $86.50 weekly guarantee 
to start. 
. FULLER BRUSH CO. 
Ch. 4387 
Evenlqs Ea. 6256 
AND A HANDSHAKE 
ALL AROUND ... 
We here at Max's know all kinds of young people . . . from the valedictorian of the 
graduating class to the freshman who can't ' 
find the cafeteria. We know a good deol about 
your courage in facing the future ... and know 
that you're not as bewildered by it as we are. 
We know about your self-confidence, the self· 
confidence that makes you typical of American 
youth and the hope of the world. 
Maybe our eyes are a little tired. Maybe we 
have frowned more often than was necessary. 
But, as the school year closes and everyone 
moves forward another step towards tomorrow, 
we'd like to give you all a friendly wink ... a 
big smile . . . and the best of our best wishes. 
New ideas for a new generation 
SEVENTH STREET AT CENTRAL 
IT'S A HITI The fun of a 
train trip home with friends ••• 
enjoying roomy comfort and 
swell dining-car meals. 
IT'S A STl:ALI You and 
two or more friends can each 
save 253 of regular round-trip 
coach fares by traveling home 
and back together on Group 
Plan tickets. These tickets are · ' , 
good generally between points 
more than 100 miles apart. Or 
a group of 25 or more can each 
save 283 by heading~ home in 
the same direction at the same 
time , •• then returning either 
together or separately. , 
SAFll AT HOMEI You'll 
get home promptly as planned 
••• with all-weather certainty 
no other travel can match. 
CDllSULT YDUI LOCAL IAILIOAD TICKET 
A&lllT WELL 111 ADVANCE OF DEPAITUIE 
DATE FDI DETAILED lllF~RllATIDll 
EASTERN. 
RAILROADS 
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The Night Side of The News Mount's Kay Luther Win~ 
· 1Nod As New NFCCS Pues1dent 
Check Presented To Student - Campaigns Going Miss Kay Luther, Mt. St. Joseph junior, was elected 
F 11 BJ t F EC President of the Ohio-Kentucky region .of the NFCCS for the For Prize Winning Essay u as or 1953-54 school year at the May 3 regional council meeting 
'Lacly' Laurels at Villa Madonna College. Miss Luther won her margin over 
Candidates for the "Lady of Miss Mary Dammarell of Our Lady of Cincinnati. 
the XUEC" and their friends have Other officers elected were Miss --· -------·----
already turned the halls of the Pat Fallon of St. Mary's of the Washington. 
Evening College into dozens of Springs, vice-president; Bill Kel- Outgoing President Don Win-
busy campaign headquarters. ly of Villa Madonna, second vice- tersheimer of Villa also stated 
Girls who are competing for the president, Ginny Conley of OLC, that good progress is being made 
title and place of honor at the corresponding secretary; Pat Rus- on the National NFCCS Congress 
Boosters' Spring Semi-Formal to sell of Dayton, recording secre- on the calendar for Aug. 25-30 at 
be held Friday, May 22, at the tary; and Don Hoffhaus of Villa, the Hotel Gibson. 
Kemper Lane Hotel, have already treasurer. Xavier was officially represent-
placed posters in conspicuous lo- Tl e delecrates als voted to re- d t th t' g b s · D 1 -
cations throughout the building. . 1 . 0 • 0 . e a e mee m Y emor e e 
SI If d tam the six comm1ss1ons now ac- gate Al Cordes. 
. ogans'. nov~ i~s an souven- tive in the region and to add a ------
1rs are bemg distributed by can- S . 
1 
S · C · · t b 
. . oc1a erv1ce omm1ss1on o e W k El d didates and their managers to the d t OLC I th. · f en eJ• ecte 
many evening division students. seate a · n e ~ev_iew ~t 
The campaigning, which b7gan the status of ~et~o~~ssi;~~· 1_ Heidelbe1•0- Prexy 
Monday May 11 will contmue was announce a e ren 0 
through' Wednesday, May 20. ~ics Commiss~on, seated at Xav- Herman Wenker. was elected 
Elections are slated to be held at ier and chairmaned by Larry president of the Heidelberg Club 
, the dance itself. Blank, received a "very ~oo~" I for the coming school year at the 
Participants in the presentation of a first place check to EC s . rating from the national office m I Club's annual Father and Sons' 
Charles H. Kerstein are (), to r.): David S. Brigham, Paul K. Cartier, !dost ~f the 20 girls who r~- Banquet last Monday. He suc-
K t i G C S l d D I · F B r ceived enough ballots to be offl-ers en, eorge • e zer an ean rvm • eume . . . Ann McCullough Joan Miller and ceeds Ray Payne. 
· cially nommated have accepted . • . . . 
A check for Charles H. Kerstein, Business Administration the bid. These nominees are the Shirley Neal. . Other officer~ electe~ were. ~oe 
student' at XU Evening College was recently presented to Misses Elaine Bills, Joan Byrne, Others are the Misses Lois Ost- L1chtenb~rg, vice-president, and 
· · : · · , . . Mary Ann Clifford, Betty Drey- holhoff, Margie Pasquini, Carol Tom Mitchell, secretary-:reas-
Dean lrvm F. Be:imer in recognition of Kerst~m. s pr1~e-wm- er, Pat Driehaus, Mary Lois Fisch- Schindler, Charlotte Seghers, Pat urer. Mr. Joseph E. Bourge01s, as-
ning essay submitted to the contest of the Cmcmnati Chap- er, Mary Lou Glueck, Romona Sexton, Mary Stadtmiller, Mar- sistant professor of French and 
ter of the National Association of Cost Accountants. The Green, Tim Krumdieck, Mary lene Taulbee and Dot Trageser. German, is faculty moderator. 
------------- check was presented by Chapter 
'EC Accounting president Davis s. Brigham, Plant 
Accountant of the Trumbull De-
Courses As Good partment, General Electric Co. 
Also participating in the cere-As Day Schools' 
By Logan Rapier many were Paul K. Cartier, Jr., 
A question that sometimes assistant treasurer of Hamilton 
arises in regard to the Evening Metal P.roducts Co.; George C. 
College is whether or not it can Selzer, assistant professor and 
hold its own in the certain fields, chairman of the XU Accounting 
such as Accounting! ~~ compar- Department and Kerstein. 
ison with the Day D1v1Slon on the ' 
Evanston campus. -------------
In regard to this question, ~r. OPERATION YOUTH COUN-
Joseph H. Eversman, lecturer m . SELLORS -
Accounting since 1945 at the 
Evening College, thinks that the Appointments for Operation 
Night School Accounting courses Youth-week of June 14-21 soon 
are on a par with the day school to be made. Xavier stu~ents In-
set-up. In his opinion the Evening terested in llving on campus, good 
College' gives a student a good salary, supervising high school 
chance to be getting practical seniors for one week apply Mr. 
experience along with theory. William Sauter, Faculty room to-
Mr. Eversman teaches primarily day. 
for two purposes. First of all, he -------------
likes it, and secondly he finds it -------------
a good way to keep himself in 
contact with the theory of ac-
counting. It is also a way of re-
viewing without going through 
the usual routine of refreshing 
oneself each year. · 
Mr. Eversman is associated with 
Lybrand, Ross Bros. and Mont-
gomery, a National Public Ac-
countant and Auditors firm. At 
the present, Mr. Eversman, who 
has been with the company for 
18 years, is a super.vising ac-
countant. ·He has held a C.P.A. 
in Ohio since 1939. 
He is a member of the Ohio 
Society of Certified Public Ac-
countants, ot the American In-
stitute of Accountants and also 






for men, women 
and children. 
Too Important· To Forget-
The tremendous value of milk as a natural 
energy restoring food makes it an essential 
in every student's diet. 
J. H. FIELMAN DAIRY CO. 
2519 Vine Street AV. 3116 
\ 
The Smartest Styles • the Keenest Patterns in 
SPORT COATS and SLACKS 
in year-round weights \ 
fitted-to-fit you by Squires' expert tailors. 
More Sport Coats and slacks 
wi 11 be worn by more men this_ 
year than ever before! 
But there are Sport Coats and 
Sport Coats! 
Squires' Sport Coats are not 
simply modified suit coats; but 
are designed-from fabric and 
pattern to finished buttonhole, 
to be Sport Coats! casual, com-
fortable, informal, and styled 
with distrnction ! 
So, too, with Squires' Slacks! 
See them now. Make an early 
selection. 
SPORT COATS from 36.50 
SLACKS from 15.75 
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Holder Of Co1igressional Medal Between The Lines 
• (Cohtinuec! from Page 2) 
ticated. To these charges we can 
only reply that the truth is quite 
often trite and unsophisticated, 
and quite often has to be 
Sociality Receives 
14 New Memhe1·s Has part l 11 OperatlOll youth have been doing for the past two 
years. There is a certain pleasure "preached." . Fourteen more Xavier men have 
A Congressional Medal of units throughout the state of Ohio in seeing your words appear in 
F,Ionor winner will have a promi- are taking an especial interest in print each week, and knowing, 
nent part in the program of the project and have provided or at least hoping, that they are 
Operation Youth, citizenship over 50 scolarships to date. being read by a large number of 
training program ior high school Operation Youth, winner of a people. We have attempted to be 
boys to be held at Xavier June Freedom award, is open to all both serious and humorous as the 
We have tried to be both inter- been received into the Sodality 
esting and informing. In this we of the Immaculate Conception,. 
hope that we have succeded. We Rev. Frank T. Dietz, S.J., mod-
appreciated your compliments erator, announced. 
and, more often, your patience. They are Jim Donlan, Don 
Since this is the last issue of The Melott, Mike Conaton, Ray Payne, 
News, this is the last of these Will Johnson, Dick Smith, Logan 
interlineal efforts. And so, as the Rapier, Tom Koechlin, Bill 
natives say in America, goodbye! Charles, Hector Santiago, Frank 
Lt. Lloyd L. Burke 
•.. Congressional Medal Winner 
14-21, John A. Moser, director of 
the program, has announced. 
First Lieutenant Lloyd L. Burke 
of Struttgart, Arkansas, who won 
the nation's highest award for 
valor in the Korean war will be 
on the Xavier campus for the 
whole of the week-end program. 
Holder also of the Distinguished 
Service Cross for extraordinary 
heroism in Korea, Lt. Burke won 
the Congressional Medal for kill-
ing 100 enemy soldiers single-
handed while leading a small 
outnumbered force against a 
strongly held hill position in 
Korea. 
A veteran of World War II, 
he was graduated from Hender-
son State Teachers College in 
Arkansas in 1950. 
Early registration for the fourth 
annual Operation Youth has 
reached 100, Moser has an-
nounced. Knights of Columbus 
Material Acquired 
Ou Foreign Affairs 
Mr. Joseph E. Bourgeois, assis-
tant professor of French and Ger-
man, announced this week the 
acquisition by the department of 
modern languages materials of 
interest for students who are 
studying the European situation. 
Copies of an address entitled 
"What Are the Possibilities for the 
Industrial Unification of Europe?" 
by the Honorable Heinz L. Krek-
eler, Ph.D., may be procured 
from Mr. Bourgeois in the Science 
Hall faculty room. 
Dr. Krekeler is currently the 
Charge d'Affaires of the Federal 
Republic of Germany. His address 
was given before the Economic 
Club of Detroit on Mar. 23, 1953. 
Mr. Bourgeois also stated that 
several informative illustrated 
monographs of various aspects of 
German life are available for 
perusal by students. 
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races and creeds. Its purpose is occasion demanded. We have 
to demonstrate the principles on tried to deal with events con-
'which American democracy is cerning the world, the nation, 
founded in seminars and work- the campus, and the student. 
shops. Among the outstanding The one big thing which we 
personalities who will appear in tried to stress was the role of 
its sessions is Matt Cvetic, the the Catholic college student and 
undercover agent who posed in graduate in society today, For 
the Communist Party for nine our emphasis we have sometimes 
years to document its subversive been accused of preaching, or of 
activities. being trite, or of being unsophis-
Garry, David Kelly, Ed Ulmer and 
i\'Iotber Of Senior Dies Jack Carroll. 
Prayers are requested for the 
repose of the soul of the mother of 
senior Tom Beuter. Mrs. Beuter 
died last Friday at her home, 
2016 Hanna St., Fort Wayne, In-
diana. 
Fr. Dietz, together with Rev. 
John J. Wenzel, S.J., and Rev. 
Raymond W. Allen, S.J., will at-
tend a National Sodality Conven-
tion at John Carroll University in 
Cleveland June 11-13. 
I. THE QUALITY CONTRAST between Chesterfield and other leading cigarettes is 
a revealing story. Recent chemical analyses give an index of good quality for the 
country's six leading cigarette brands. 
The inclex of gooc/ quality ta&le- a ratio ol high sugar to low nicotine-
shows Chesterfield quality highest 
• .. 15% higher than its nearest competitor and Chesterfield quality 31% higher than 
the average of the five other leading brands. 
2. First to Give You Premium 
Quality in Regular and 
King-size ... much milder 
with an extraordinarily good 
taste-and for your pocketbook, 
Chesterfield 1s today's best 
cigarette buy. 
3. A Report Never Before • 
Made About a Cigarette. 
"' For well over a year a medical 
specialist has been giving a 
group of Chesterfield smokers 
regular examinations every 
two months. He reports ... 
no ctdverse effects to nose, 
throat and sinuses from 
smoking Chesterfield. 
Copydaht 19)3, LIGGETI'. MYEllS TOBACCO Co. 
" ,,
